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ABSTRACT: With the lack of petroleum products and its negative impacts on climate, sun powered energy has 

been pulling in increasingly more consideration. The incorporation of solar energy into the traditional coal-

fired power system offers a way of addressing solar energy's inherited limitations, such as erratic and unstable 

conditions. In this paper, a solar field, turbine and boiler coupling analysis is performed and Matrix Thermal 

Balance Equations are introduced in the SAPG device calculation. The result shows that the incorporation of 

the solar field into the coal-fired unit results in mass flow rate variation and temperature drop of superheat 

steam and reheat steam significantly for a SAPG system operating in coal-saving mode with constant load. As 

a result, if too much power is generated by the solar field, more consumption will be needed. 

KEYWORDS: Cooling Analysis; Feed water heating; Solar parabolic trough collector; Solar power generation 

system. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the lack of petroleum products and its negative impacts on climate, sun powered energy 

has been pulling in increasingly more consideration. Be that as it may, its acquire inadequacies, 

for example, low power, flimsiness and high beginning venture, limit the advancement of 

industrialization of sun oriented warm energy. As an approach to beat these issues, 

incorporating sun oriented warm into ordinary coal-terminated force age framework can deliver 

more green power [1]. In this framework, sunlight based warm energy is utilized to remove a 

portion of the extraction steam to produce more power or diminish more utilization. Solar 

Aided Power Generation (SAPG) makes the huge scope utilization of sun based energy 

conceivable. It not just beats the lack of irregular and precariousness of sun based energy, yet 

in addition eases the force arrangement of solo sun based force plant to save the age costs.   

A few works have been acted in this field. Hu and Yang [1] introduced a thought that is 

coordinating sun based warm energy into regular coal-terminated force station to produce green 

power. The benefits of sun oriented supported force age are examined utilizing both the main 

law and the second law of thermodynamics, in light of a speculative case. Ying and Hu[2] 

introduced the benefits of utilizing sun oriented energy as an assistant source in regenerative 

Rankine plant from thermodynamic perspective. One of the focal points referenced is that the 

sun oriented helped framework can wipe out the inconstancy in force yield in independent 

sunlight based force frameworks. Hou, et al [3][4]examined the exhibition of sunlight based 

supported feedwater warming of coalfired power age framework under various working 

conditions. The yearly exhibition of the framework and the ideal opening region of sunlight 

based field are talked about in the examination. Notwithstanding, the previously mentioned 

writing considers the kettle as a "black box" minus any additional exploration and none of them 

made a coupling examination of the sun based field, turbine and evaporator. 
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To take care of these issues, this paper presents the impact on the warm force framework with 

the presentation of sunlight based warm force. On one hand, the technique utilizing Matrix 

Thermal Balance Equations is presented in the count of the framework SAPG, which has the 

benefits of quick estimation speed; then again, a coupling investigation of the sunlight based 

field, turbine and heater is broke down to consider the effects on the turbine and evaporator 

after the sun oriented warm brought into the first coal-terminated unit. 

System details 

Practically all ignition based steam power plants are running regenerative Rankine cycle 

thermodynamically. For a pounded coal-terminated unit running in coal-saving mode(fuel and 

outflow decrease while keeping the equivalent producing limit), the steam is separated to warm 

feed water and condensate water, along these lines the channel temperature of economizer and 

the warm proficiency of the entire force plant are both given. The SAPG framework gives an 

extension to bring sunlight based energy into traditional coal-terminated force framework. In 

this framework, sun powered energy is consumed by gatherers to warm exchange oil. Broad 

writings demonstrate that, the higher level extraction steam supplanted by sun oriented energy, 

the better warm exhibition would be obtained. Subsequently, a piece of the feed water from 

deaerator is warmed by sun powered field and the rest some portion of the steam is warmed by 

radiators No.1-3, as appeared in Fig. 1. Thusly, extraction steam from stage No.1-3 is 

somewhat or completely supplanted to diminish more ignitions. In this figure, sunlight based 

is characterized as property of feed water warmed by sun based field, and the worth is differed 

as the climate condition and time change. It is expected in this paper that the source water 

temperature and enthalpy from sun powered recorded are identical to those of the source water 

of radiator No.1. 

 

Figure 1: SAPG system; Figure 2: Solar power output under different DNI Conditions 

Simulation 

The framework SAPG incorporates sun oriented field and regular coal-terminated force 

framework. The warm yield of an explanatory box sun powered field relies upon the 

assimilated sun based radiation occurrence on the authority diminished by the misfortunes of 

the sun based field which incorporate gatherer heat misfortunes and line heat misfortunes[5][6]. 

In framework SAPG, the mass stream rate and the boundaries of the extraction steam in each 

stage shifts as the aftereffect of the presentation of sun based energy into customary coal-

terminated force plant. To figure the mass stream rate in each stage, Matrix Thermal Balance 

Equations is presented, as appeared in Equation 1. 
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Where, sun oriented is the mass stream rate coefficient of feed water; i is the mass stream 

rate coefficient of extraction steam of stage i (i=1,2,3… 8); solar is the mass stream rate 

coefficient of extraction steam of water warmed by sunlight based field;  I, kJ/kg, speaks to 

enthalpy ascent of 1kg feed water in radiator I; qi, kJ/kg, speaks to enthalpy drop of 1kg 

extraction steam in warmer I; I , kJ/kg, speaks to enthalpy drop of 1kg channel water in radiator 

I. The computation on the evaporator side depends on the kettle thermodynamic count of ex-

USSR in 1957 and in 1973[7].During activity, adequate attemperation water ought to be given 

to shield every super warmer from overheating and control the temperature of the superheat 

steam and warm steam. 

To approve the model, an explanatory however sun based field supported 330MW coal-

terminated influence unit is exemplified, in Yinchuan, Ningxia, China (37°N and 105°E) which 

is a plain territory with rich sunlight based energy. This unit is running in coal-saving mode as 

a contextual investigation in this paper. Warm force yield from sun powered field is pivotal for 

the framework SAPG and it is huge and important to set a planned condition. Generally, the 

planned condition is fixed at sun based early afternoon on 21st June. Warm force for various 

sun based field sizes has been spoken to in Fig.2.It can be seen that the sun oriented warm yield 

relies upon DNI esteem directly when the SM (sun based different) stays consistent.  

For turbine, the presentation of sun oriented force into coal-terminated force unit running in 

coal-saving mode prompts decrease of extraction steam mass stream rate in stages No.1-3. In 

this way, the mass stream pace of the superheat and warm steam are both impacted as the sun 

oriented force yield (Qsolar in kJ/h) changes, as appeared in Fig.3. As Qsolar expands, the 

mass stream pace of superheat and warm steam diminishes and increments individually prior 

to arriving at an equal worth. For the framework SAPG running in coal-saving mode, the mass 

stream pace of superheat steam diminishes to guarantee the yield force of turbine staying 

consistent. The measures of extraction steam in the first and second stages supplanted are more 

than the decrease of superheat steam, so the warm steam increments alongside Qsolar. At the 

point when the extraction steam in stages No.1-3 are completely supplanted by sun oriented 

field, the mass stream pace of super warmth steam and warm steam are equivalent(the 

convergence point on the bend), and the two of them increment as Qsolar ascends actually. The 

explanation is that the temperature of superheat and warm steam drop a lot of contrasted and 

the unique coal-terminated force framework.  

For heater, the variety of mass stream pace of superheat and warm steam prompts their 

temperature drop, as appeared in Fig. 4. It tends to be found in this figure that as Qsolar rises, 

the temperature of superheat steam stay consistent as the attemperation water playing a job to 

control the temperature, and afterward diminishes for the attemperation water incapable to 

change the temperature. The explanation is that as mass stream pace of superheat steam 
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diminishes, the utilization of coal diminishes and the temperature of vent gas diminishes. The 

lacking warmth gave by evaporator can't warm the superheat steam to the planned temperature. 

The temperature of warm steam drops as Qsolar rises. For a heater with unaltered structure, 

inadequate warmth gave by evaporator and the expanding mass stream pace of warm steam 

together lead to the temperature drop of warm steam. As evaporator structure and its 

conveyance of warmth load are unaltered in this paper. At the point when radiators No.1-3 are 

somewhat supplanted by sun oriented warmth, as Qsolar increments, superheat steam mass 

stream rate diminishes while warm steam mass stream rate increases. On this condition, 

temperature drop of warm steam is a lot bigger than that of superheat steam. 

 

Figure 1: Variation of the Temperature of Superheat/Reheat; Figure 2: Variation of Mass Flow Rate of 

Superheat/Reheat  

CONCLUSION 

A coupling investigation of sun powered field, turbine and heater is concentrated in the 

framework SAPG, and Matrix Thermal Balance Equations are used in the warm estimation of 

the framework with the upsides of quick computation speed. For a framework SAPG running 

in coal-saving mode, the acquaintance of sun based force leads with the variety of the mass 

stream pace of superheat steam and warm steam. The mass stream pace of superheat steam and 

warm steam diminishes and increments separately, scopes to an equal worth, and afterward the 

two increments as the sun oriented force yield expanding. The presentation of sun based force 

likewise prompts temperature drop of superheat steam and warm steam, particularly when the 

extraction steam in stages No.1-3 is completely supplanted. Despite what might be expected, 

the utilization ascends with Qsolar expanding due to the temperature drop and the expanding 

mass stream pace of superheat steam and warm steam. 
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